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Abstract—Security in embedded systems remains a major
concern. Untrustworthy authorities use a wide range of software
attacks. This demo introduces ARMHEx, a practical solution
targeting DIFT (Dynamic Information Flow Tracking) implemen-
tations on ARM-based SoCs. DIFT is a solution that consists in
tracking the dissemination of data inside the system and allows
to enforce some security properties. In this demo, we show an
implementation of ARMHEx on Xilinx Zynq SoC. Especially, we
show how the required information for DIFT is recovered with
the help of traces produced by CoreSight components, static
analysis and instrumentation.

I. DESCRIPTION

Software security remains a challenge for users and deve-
lopers. Access control or cryptography can be used to limit
access to confidential data or to enforce integrity. However,
such techniques do not provide any guarantees once access is
granted or data decrypted. DIFT is a promising technique that
monitors information flows to ensure security properties. It
consists in tagging each information container (e.g. variables,
memory address, CPU registers, etc.), propagating tags when
information flows take place and checking the value of tags
according to a security policy. DIFT can successfully detect
an important number of attacks varying from low-level threats
(e.g. memory overflows) to high-level threats (such as data
leakage).

Adding support in software for DIFT has an important
execution runtime overhead [1]. To improve time overhead,
Suh et al. [2] proposed the idea of using hardware acceleration.
Since then, an important amount of work (such as [3]) has
been done to provide acceleration of security features in
FPGA. However, there is no related work that concentrates on
providing these security features in real-world SoCs. There are
two main reasons : the FPGA has limited or no visibility of
executed software on CPU and the amount of time required to
develop such a system. ARMHEx [4] overcomes previous lim-
itations by proposing an efficient way of recovering required
information for DIFT.

ARMHEx requires internal information about the program
that is being executed on the CPU. A common solution in re-
lated work is to instrument software to recover required infor-
mation for DIFT. However, instrumenting all instructions adds
an important runtime overhead. Instead, ARMHEx proposes
to combine static analysis and traces coming out of debug
components to reduce number of instrumented instructions by
90% when compared to related work.

ARMHEx uses CoreSight components to trace the appli-
cation that is being executed. The starting address of each
basic block is known before execution. For instance, it can

be obtained during compilation or by using a disassembler.
By comparing the traces and basic blocks start addresses,
ARMHEx knows which basic block is currently being exe-
cuted. However, what happens inside each basic block remains
unknown. Before executing the application, it is statically
analyzed.
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Fig. 1: Overall architecture of ARMHEx implemented on Zynq

In this demo, we show an implementation of overall ar-
chitecture (Figure 1) and how it works to implement DIFT.
A simple example ([4]) is considered and the operations done
by ARMHEx coprocessor are shown and explained. The demo
setup is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Demo Setup
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